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over the years assassin's creed has always had its share of nostalgia-
generating downloadable content. the latest release, including the
four new characters, comes from martin bowles, assassin's creed

creative director. bowles said in a statement: "since we introduced
our fully-fledged multiplayer mode in assassin's creed revelations, we
have been hearing players' and fans' feedback asking for even more.
our next dlc is a digital package that gives players the chance to try

out four brand-new characters in four original multiplayer maps. these
characters include the gentleman thief, the privateer, the

swashbuckling siren and the battle-tested brigand, each with their
own signature ability. plus, players will have the opportunity to play
as the sun king's former bodyguard and assassin, the gladiator, a
giant of a man at 7 feet tall!" "with this dlc, players will have the

opportunity to experience these new assassins for themselves. the
ability to switch between these characters is in the same vein as the

current gameplay experience and players can switch between
assassins whenever they please. each of the new assassins has its

own unique weapons, and the kind of style they bring to the game will
be reflected in their unique taunts. we are proud to bring players the

first official new content for assassin's creed revelations. we look
forward to unveiling this new content on the same day that the game
is released and are pleased to be able to make this much-requested

content free." we will go through in detail each of the additions in the
character pack, just to see if they are worth the money in order to get
additional content for the single player campaign (and lastly in order
to see how they fit in with the ac: revelations gameplay). first up, the

privateer character.
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players in the privateer and privateer elite versions will get access to
their choice of sniper rifle, a new set of clothes including desert boots,
and a new technique known as 'heart of the city'. when planning your
assassination missions or in combat, a new 'heart' meter will appear,
which will indicate how much of the enemy has been affected when

you perform your assassination. this new feature is particularly useful
in the environment of assassin's creed: revelations in which the

citizens of london are in danger. heart of the city can also be used to
execute a direct airstrike on your target. if your target is out of the

way of the heart area, your last used strike will be used. if the target
is within the heart area, players will be able to press a button to

perform a direct airstrike. while performing an airstrike, the hearth
meter will indicate how much of the heart of the city has been

affected by the attack, and how many innocent citizens have also
been eliminated. the game will also use the heart mechanic during
the game's tutorial missions, explaining how it works for specific

missions like the first one where the players are introduced to the
combat system. the privateer elite version will come with three

exclusive items: a side arm, a scoped crossbow, and an assassin
knife. the side arm will give the player invulnerability, the ability to

fire on multiple enemies as well as the ability to be invulnerable
during the spawning animation period when sneaking. as for the
crossbow, the privateer elite version will come with a scope that

allows the player to view a wider area. finally, the assassin knife will
be exclusive to the elite version, and once equipped, the knife will
allow the player to perform melee strikes on their target. the new
exclusive weapons should come in handy for the assassin's creed

character in coop mode. 5ec8ef588b
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